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Abstract—Nowadays, malwares remain fetching gradually crafty, further more malwares be there with
cryptographic algorithms toward defend themselves after actuality investigated. The use of crypto
judgment algorithms and certainly fleeting crypto logic secrets within the malware dualistic executes a
key problem toward operational malware examination and protection. In this paper CipherXRay an
innovative dualistic examination structure is planned to allow additional operative malware examination.
CipherXRay can spontaneously recognize and get well the cryptographic processes and temporary
confidences from the implementation of possibly obscured dualistic executable. CipherXRay can able to
precisely locate the border of cryptographic process additional classify convinced process modes of the
recognized block cipher and express whether the recognized block cipher operation is encryption or
decryption.
Keywords: Binary analysis, avalanche effect, key recovery attack on cryptosystem, transient
cryptographic secret recovery, reverse engineering
I.

INTRODUCTION

Malware analysis, forensics, and reverse engineering seek to understand the inner workings of
malware, which are invaluable to defending against malware. To prevent themselves from being analyzed
and reverse engineered, more and more malwares (e.g., Agobot, MegaD, Kraken, Conficker) are using
cryptographic algorithms (e.g., packing , encrypting C&C communication) to protect the malicious code
and communication . To prevent the in-memory cryptographic secrets (e.g., key, IV) from being then
recovered by key searching tools (e.g., rsakeyfind), sophisticated malware can make the cryptographic
secrets truly transient in memory by encrypting or destroying the secrets right after using them at runtime.
The use of cryptographic algorithms and truly transient cryptographic secrets inside the malware binary
executable imposes a key obstacle to effective malware analysis and defense. In order to recover the true
logic of packed malware and the plaintext of the encrypted malware C&C communication, we have to be
able to effectively analyse the cryptographic operations and recover their secrets from the malware binary
executable.
A number of methods have been proposed to automatically recover the cryptographic keys from
process memory or file. However, these methods require the cryptographic keys to be statically stored in
plaintext form and they are not effective when the cryptographic keys are stored encrypted or transient.
Recently proposed binary analysis approaches are able to automatically detect the existence of
cryptographic operations from a given binary execution based on instruction profiling (i.e.,
calculate the percentage of bitwise and arithmetic instruction) and signature (e.g., specific constants and
sequence of mnemonics) of particular cryptographic implementations. However, they are not effective in
the presence of multiple rounds of cryptographic operations. For example, sophisticated security software
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such as all the sensitive data (e.g., passwords, master keys) right after they have been decrypted and used
at runtime. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the plaintext form cryptographic secrets are transient in that they exist
in memory for only one instant between cipher 1 and cipher 2 operations. KeePass has claimed [4] “even
if you would dumpthe KeePass process memory to disk, you couldn’t find the passwords.”
In order to recover such transient cryptographic secrets, one needs to reliably identify not only
exactly where but also exactly when those transient cryptographic secrets will be in memory. This requires
one to accurately pinpoint the boundary of each of the multiple rounds of cryptographic operations.
Unfortunately, existing instruction profiling and signature- based binary analysis approaches tend to think
multiple rounds of cryptographic operations as one big cryptographic operation thus they are not able to
recover the transient secrets in between multiple rounds of cryptographic operations. To the best of our
knowledge, no existing binary analysis could accurately pinpoint the boundary between multiple rounds
of cryptographic operations and recover truly transient cryptographic secrets from the execution of a given
binary executable.
CipherXRay—a novel binary analysis framework that can accurately pinpoint the boundary of
individual cryptographic operation from multiple rounds of cryptographic operations and recover truly
transient secrets from the execution of a potentially obfuscated binary executable. Instead of using
instruction profiling, we build CipherXRay upon one of the defining characteristics of all (good)
cryptographic algorithms—the avalanche effect, which refers to the desired property of cryptographic
function such that 1 bit change in the input or key would cause significant change in the output.
CipherXRay has the following nice features:
1. It is able to reliably detect, pinpoint, and distinguish the operations of public key cryptographic
algorithms (e.g., RSA), block cipher (e.g., AES), and hash (e.g., SHA-1), even if they are mingled with
each other or noncryptographic operations, from the execution of a given binary executable.
2. It can accurately pinpoint the location, size, and
boundary of the input, the output, and the key buffers of each of the multiple rounds of cryptographic
operations and determine the exact time when the input, the output, the IV, and the key of each identified
cryptographic operation will be ready. This allows us to recover the data input, the data output, the secret
key (e.g., 256-bit AES key) or the private key (e.g., 1,024-bit RSA key) used in every identified
cryptographic operation even if multiple cryptographic operations are nested (e.g., encryption first and
hash second) and the cryptographic secrets are transient.
3. CipherXRay can further identify certain operation nodes (e.g., ECB, CBC, CFB) of the identified block
cipher and tell whether the identified cipher operation is encryption or decryption in certain cases.
4. Since the binary code obfuscation (e.g., self-modifying code) does not change or remove the avalanche
effect of any cryptographic operations in the original binary executable, CipherXRay could be effective
on obfuscated binary executable as long as the avalanche effect can be detected.
5. It is quite generic in that it is not dependent on specific implementation.
We have empirically evaluated the effectiveness of CipherXRay with OpenSSL, popular
KeepassX password safe, malware Stuxnet, Kraken and Agobot, and a number of third party softwares
with built-in chechsum and compression. Despite that KeePassX reencrypts all the sensitive data within
21 microseconds after they have been decrypted and used at runtime, CipherXRay is able to recover not
only all the protected entry passwords but also the 256-bit master key and the 128-bit IV that enable one
to directly decrypt the KeePassX password file using OpenSSL; CipherXRay is also able to recover all
block cipher secret keys from the binary executables obfuscated by a number of packers (e.g., UPX
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,ASPack, PECompact). CipherXRay has successfully recovered the secret key used by Agobot and the
secrets of proprietary ciphers used by Kraken and Stuxnet malware.
To the best of our knowledge, CipherXRay is the first binary analysis framework that can
accurately 1) pinpoint the boundary between multiple rounds of cryptographic operations; 2) recover truly
transient cryptographic secrets and keys that exist in runtime memory for only a few micro seconds; and
3) recover the type of cryptographic operations and certain modes of operation of block ciphers. Our
results demonstrate that the current software implementation of existing cryptographic algorithms
achieves virtually no secrecy if their execution can be monitored. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 overviews CipherXRay. Section 3 describes how to detect the avalanche effect. Section
4 discusses how to recover cryptographic secrets based on the avalanche effect. Section 5 presents how to
recover the type, mode of operation of the identified cryptographic operation. Section 6 presents the
empirical evaluation of CipherXRay. Section 7 discusses CipherXRay’s implication, limitation, and
potential countermeasures. Section 8 overviews related works. Section 9 concludes the paper.

Fig 1.1 Architecture
II.
RELATED WORKS
CipherXRay is designed upon the avalanche effect, which refers to the desirable property of all
cryptographic algorithms (e.g., public key cryptographic algorithms, symmetric cryptographic algorithms,
hash functions) such that a slight change (e.g., flipping a single bit) in the input would cause significant
changes (e.g., half the output bits flip) in the output. Specifically, cryptographic functions are designed to
exhibit the avalanche effect despite any obfuscation might be used in the implementation. On the other
hand, noncryptographic code almost never has the avalanche effect. Therefore, the avalanche effect is an
fairly unique and defining characteristic of all good cryptographic functions. This enables us to reliably
identify the cryptographic operations from potentially obfuscated executables. Another nice feature of the
avalanche effect is that it allows us to accurately pinpoint the location, size and boundary of both the input
and output buffers. The avalanche effect on the output buffer by changing two different bits in the input
buffer. While changing different bits in the input buffer results different bits changed in the output buffer,
the changed bits are cohesive within the fixed output buffer.
Let m ≥1 and n ≥1 be the number of bytes of the input and the output of the cryptographic function,
respectively. Because of the avalanche effect, any single bit change in the input would cause 4n bits
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changed in the output. Here, we call those changed 4n bits in the output “touched” by the bit change in
the input. Assume the 4n bits in the output touched by any bit in the input are random and independent
from each other, then no more than 8n 2x bits in the output would remain untouched afterx > 1 different
bit changes in the input. In other words, changing eight different bits in the input of a good cryptographic
function would leave no more than half bit untouched in a 128-bit output.
To handle potential dynamic binary transformations (e.g., packing) inside a binary executable, we
build our CipherXRay framework upon dynamic binary analysis (DBA). On the other hand, we leverage
results from static binary analysis to help dynamic binary analysis whenever possible. Since the
cryptographic operations inside the binary executable is generally independent from the underlying
operating system, we focus on analyzing the user space binary executables in this proof-of-concept
research.
CipherXRay identifies cryptographic operations and determines the exact location, size and
boundary of the input buffer, the output buffer and any key buffer involved in each of the identified
cryptographic operations, and the exact time when the input, the output and the key (if any) will be in their
corresponding buffers.
Assume we are able to effectively track the information flow across cryptographic functions, and
we know the taint source (e.g., information received from the network), we want to identify if any part of
the information flow from the taint source exhibits any avalanche effect. To the best of our knowledge,
all existing cryptographic function implementations store the input, the output, and the key of the
cryptographic function in continuous memory buffers due to efficiency considerations. Therefore, we need
ways to effectively and efficiently identify the avalanche effect between any two given continuous
memory buffers of certain sizes.

III.
SCOPE AND OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
To evaluate CipherXRay’s capability in detecting cryptographic operations and revealing the
internals of the cryptographic operations, we designed test program which reads the plaintext from a disk
file and processes the plaintext with multiple rounds of block cipher encryption and decryption followed
by a final round of hash function.
The two block ciphers, Blowfish and AES-256, use different secret keys. In this experiment,
CipherXRay should be able to distinguish a block cipher from a hash function. For block ciphers,
CipherXRay should further identify the block size, the operation mode, the chaining mode, the secret key,
the size, and the location of the corresponding input buffer and output buffer; for hash functions,
CipherXRay should be able to tell the size and the location of the input buffer and output hash buffer.
Node Deployment
In this module the sender and receiver’s are configured first. Then the server selects the operations
by using algorithm such as RSA, Block Cipher’s and SHA hash algorithm in a random manner. After
choosing cryptographic operations the server generated key for each cryptographic operations.
File Conversion
The selected file is sent encrypted using the selected cryptographic operations and generated keys.
The input and output buffer size are extracted in each step. The cryptographic operations are performed
based on the selection of the user.
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Path Selection
After finding the total number of intermediate nodes, we have to find out the number of possible
paths between the Transmitter and receiver .To find the number of possible path and identify the best path
we use Swarm Optimization method.Then After finding the best path we will transmit the data to the
receiver.
Extract Cryptographic Operation
The sender transfer the encrypted file to the receiver. After receiving the file the receiver
determines the cryptographic operation in its execution. The receiver pinpoints the location of all the
cryptographic functions, their respective mode and the order of execution.Extract the input and output of
each cryptographic functions.
Offline Analysis
The extracted cryptographic operations are executed. Here the keys are extracted for each
cryptographic operation and their input and output buffers size are verified. The module the mode of
operation for the cipher encryption also extracted which in turn decrypts the file based on the mode of
operation executed earlier on server side.
IV.
CONCLUSION
A novel framework related to binary analysis called CipherXRay to extract the transient secrets
and the cryptographic operations. In this proposed framework they are utilizing the characteristic of the
avalanche effect. It is mainly used to detect the public key cryptography, block cipher and also the hash
operations. The proposed framework is able to accurately pinpoint the cryptographic input, output and the
keys which are available in the memory buffers. We have practically evaluated the effectiveness of the
proposed CipherXRay technique by this we get the better analyze typical malwares protected by strong
cryptographic algorithms.
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